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ON THE DIFFERENTIABILITY OF CONVEX FUNCTIONS 

Maria Elena Verona 

ABSTRACT. Let X be a Banach space and C be a closed, convex 
subset of X such that N(C), the subset of its non support 
points, is non empty. We investigate differentiability pro
perties of convex functions defined on N(C) and recover ma
ny results known to be true in the case N(C) = int(C). 

* 0. Notation. Let X be a Banach space, X be its topological dual and 

C ex be a closed convex set. We shall denote by S(C) the set of all 

support points of C and by N(C) the set of all non-support points of 

C. For x E C let Cx = {y E. X; x+tyE C for some t>O} be the cone gene

rated by C from x. 

Recall that N(C), if non-empty, is a convex, dense G0 subset 

of C, in fact a Baire space. If C has interior points, then N(C) is 

exactly the interior of C. Also xE.N(C) iff cl(C ) =X. 
X 

1. THEOREM. Let C be a closed, convex set of X with N(C) ~ 0 and A 

be a relatively open subset of N(C). Let f: N(C) + R be convex and 

such that fiA is locally Lipschitz. Then 

(i) Clf(x) r ¥f for all xEA; 

* * (ii) Clf(x) is a weak compact subset of X ; 
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(iii) the subdifferential map 
x'*· * 

of: A+ (2 ,weak ) is usco 

and locally bounded. 

Proof. The first t\~o assertions are slightly more general than 

the corresponding assertions in Theorem 1 of [V]; the proof given 

there is also valid in the actual context. The third assertion was 

noticed in [Rl]. 

Remark. As a matter of fact, the first assertion is true for 

A relatively open in C and f: C + R convex and locally Lipschitz 

on A (see [N]). The proof given in [V] can be used to obtain this 

result too. 

Conversely, assume that C is a convex subset of X, f: C + R is 

x* 
convex, Clf(x) I Jif for all x E.C and ()f: C + 2 is locally bounded. 

Then it is easily seen that f is locally Lipschitz on C. As a matter 

of fact, as noticed by D. Noll [N], the following result holds true: 

if f: C + R is convex and of(x) f ¢for x in a Baire space which is 

dense in C, then f is locally Lipschitz at the points of a dense, 

relatively open subset of C. A proof of a slightly more general re-

sult can also be found in [R2]. In what follows we shall present a 

different, more direct proof of the same result. 

2. PROPOSITION. Let C be a convex subset of a Banach space X and f: 

C + R be convex. Let A be a Baire space contained in C such that 

a f(x)f.0 for x E_A. Then there exists a dense in A set D such that 

the restriction of f to A is locally Lipschitz at each point of D. 

If in addition f is lsc on clc(A), the closure of A inC, then the 

restriction of f to clc(A) is locally Lipschitz at each point of D. 
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Proof. Notice first that f is lsc on A (since of(x) ~ ¢ 

for x E A). For each n>l let 

F = { x E. A; o f ( x) n nB * ~ ¢} 
n 

* * (B is the closed unit ball in X ). Clearly A 

STEP I. Fn is closed in A. Indeed let (xk) be a sequence in Fn 

* converging to xE.A. For each k choose hkEof(xk)nnB. Since 

* * * * nB is bw compact, there exists hE nB , a bw cluster point of 

the sequence (hk). Let yEC and E >0; then there exists k such 

that !hk(y)-h(y)( ~E, \hk(xi)-h(xi)(~E, il.l, lhk(x)-h(x)I~E, 

\\xk-x\\ < E 1\\h\\, f(xk) > f(x)- E. We have 

h(y-x) hk(y-xk) + h(y) - hk(y) + hk(xk) - h(xk) + h(xk) - h(x) 

~ f(y) - f(xk) + E + E + i(h\(•\[xk-x\\ ~ f(y) - f(x) + 4E 

Since E is arbitrary, h(y-x) ~ f(y) - f(x), showing that his a 

* ~ subgradient of f at x. By construction hE nB , so hE. F n. 

STEP II. f is Lipschitz on Fn with Lipschitz constant n. Let 

* x,yEFn. For hEo f(x)nnB , we obtain h(y-x) ~ f(y) - f(x). So 

f ( X ) - f ( y ) ~ h ( X- Y ) ~ n fl X-ylj 

By symmetry, f(y)- f(x) ~ n"x-ya, proving the assertion. 

STEP III. Construction of D. Let G be the interior of F in A 
n n 

and let D = lJ Gn. Since A is Baire, D is dense in A. The first 

assertion is proved. 

Assume now that f is lsc on clc(A). 
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STEP IV. flclc(A) is locally Lipschitz at each point of D. Let z E 

D. There exists o>O such that B(z, 6 )1\AcF for some n. Let x,y 
n 

EB(z, o )(\clC(A) and let £>0. Since f is lsc at x there exists x' 

(B(z,6)1\B(x,£)()A such that 

f(x') > f(x)- t:. 

Next pick y'EB(z,o){IB(y,E:)(\A and hfdf(y'). We have 

h(y-y') ~ f(y) -f(y'). 

Combining the last two inequalities we get 

f ( x) -f ( y) =f ( x) -f ( x' ) +f ( x' ) -f ( y ' ) +f ( y ' ) -f ( y) ~c: +n II x '-y 'il +h ( y '-y) 

~E+n ( 2c:+(lx-y\\ )+nc:. 

Since E is arbitrary, f(x) -f(y) ~ n\\x-y\1_, which proves the last 

assertion. 

It is natural now to investigate the Gateaux and Frechet dif-

ferentiability of such functions. A first result in this direction 

was obtained in [V]where, under the assumption that X is separable, 

a generalization of Mazur's theorem was given. That result was ex-

tended in [Rl] to a larger class of Banach spaces. In what follows 

we shall extend some results of Stegall [Sl,S2] to our context and 

then use them to reobtain the results in [Rl]. 

Let B be a subset of a Banach spaceY. Let Tx(B)c:Y consist 

of those v (Y with the following property: there exists a sequence 

(t ) of positive real numbers, decreasing to 0 and such that 
n 

x+t v EB for each n. If B is convex, T (B) = B . 
n X X 
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DEFINITIONS. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, B c.. Y. 

(1) A function h:B + X is called Gateaux differentia-

ble at x E_ B if there exists hx: Y + X linear and continuous such 

h (v) ~ lim (h(x+tv)-h(x))/t, 
X t tO 

for all vET (B). 
X 

(2) A function h:B + X is called Fr~chet differentia-

ble at x E B if there exists hx: Y -+- X linear and continuous such 

that the function Oh :B + X defined by ,x r (h(y)-h(x)-hx(y-x))/11 y-xll 

lo 
is (II 1\,il 1\) COntinUOUS at X. 

if y f X 

if y X 

Observe that in the above definitions the linear continuous map 

hx is in general not unique. However if cl aff Tx(B) = Y, (for exam

ple when B is convex and N(B) ~ ¢> then hx is unique. If B is open 

we recover the usual definitions. 

3. THEOREM. Let X, Y be Banach spaces, where X is Asplund (resp. 

X~class S (see [Sl, S2]). Let BeY be a Baire space, CCX be a 

closed convex set with N(C) I % and U be a relatively open subset 

of N(C). Let h:B + U be continuous on Band Fr,chet (resp. Giteaux) 

differentiable on a dense G0 subset of Band f: N(C) + R be convex 

and locally Lipschitz on U. Then f o h is Fr~chet (resp, G~teaux) 

differentiable on a dense G0 subset of B. 

Proof. We shall prove the assertion about Fr~chet differentia-

bility, The other one can be proved similarly. By Theorem 1 it 

x* * follows thatClf:U ~ (2 ,weak ) is usco and locally bounded. Then, 
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x* * the set v a 1 u e d rna p G: B --1- ( 2 , weak ) defined by G ( x) = () f ( h ( x) ) 

is usco and locally bounded. Since X is Asplund, it follows from 

Lemma 6.12 and Proposition 6,3 (b) in [P] that there exist a selec-

* tion a :B + X for G and a dense G0 subset D1 of B such that a is 

(l{ 1\,11 \\) continuous at each point of D1 . Let D2 be the dense G0 

subset of Bon which his Fr~chet differentiable. Then D = n1 nn 2 

is a dense G0 subset of B. For xED define F :Y + R by F = o(x)ch, 
X X X 

(hx is the Fr~chet differential of hat x). Clearly Fx is linear and 

continuous. Letx,yf.B; then o(x)f.Of(h(x)), o(y)E:df(h(y)) and 

0 ~ f~h(y)-f~h(x)-o(x)(h(y)-h(x)) ~ (o(y)-o(x))(h(y)-h(x)). 

Using the Fr~chet differentiability of h at x, we get 

or 

0 < f•h(y)-foh(x)-o(x)(h (y-x)+Qy-xi~Oh (y)) 
- X ,X 

~ o(y)(Oh,x(y)) + ((a(y)-o(x))(hx(y-x)))/!jy-xll 

~ o(y)(Oh,x(y)) + 1\ o(y)-o(x)IH\h)\ ; 

F (y-x), we get 
X 

o(x)Oh (y) < Of h (y) ~ o(y)Oh (y) +1\o(y)-o(x)ll-\\h \\· ,X - Q ,X ,X X 

Since a is C\\ \\.\\ \\) continuous at x (hence bounded on a neighbor-
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hood of x) and Oh is continuous at x, Oc h is continuous 
.~...,x .LV ,x. 

at x which proves the theorem" 

Note. Stegall ([4] ,[5]) proved the above results in the case 

when B is open and U = X. 

Taking B U and h Id we obtain the following corollary. 

4. COROLLARY [Rl]. Let X be a Banach space of class S (resp. Asp-

lund), CcX be closed and convex with non-empty N(C) and f: N(C)+ 

R be convex and locally Lipschitz on a dense, relatively open sub-

set of N(C). Then f is GAteaux (resp. Fr~chet) differentiable on a 

dense G6 subset of N(C). 

lote. In view of Proposition 3, in the preceeding Corollary one 

can replace the locally Lipschitz assumption by: "f is lsc on 

N(C) and 3f(x) ofo ¢for all x in a Baire, dense subset of N(C)". 

The Fr~chet differentiability part in the above corollary was 

also proved in [N] for convex, locally Lipschitz functions de-

fined on Baire convex sets. 

Another result that is true in this context is Kenderov's 

theorem: In a Banach space X, for every convex locally Lipschitz 

function f on N(C) there exists a dense G6 subset of N(C) at each 

* point x of which 3f(x) lies in a face of a sphere of X . This can 

be proved as in [G, p.l35]. Using this, one can proceed as in [G, 

Theorem 15, p.l37] and obtain that the G~teaux differentiability 

assertion in Corollary 4 is true if X can be equivalently renor-
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* med such that X is rotund. 
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